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Abstract
The development and advancement of new laser scanning techniques enables the
capture of 3D imaging which can be quantitatively assessed for use on the human skull. I
used a Polhemus FastScan Scorpion scanner to scan 8 skulls and evaluated the standard 24
metric measurements in Delta analysis software in comparison to standard metric
measurements. The scanned measurements were then compared to the standard metric
measurements using the same landmarks. Of the original 48 measurements, 33 (68.75%) fail
to reject the null and 10 (20.83%) reject the null with the remaining 5 (10.41%) being
unknown due to n=1 because of skull damage. The measurements that proved highly reliable
were those associated with specific landmarks, and not those measurements that are based on
landmarks and feel and considered arbitrary in this study. This study indicates that the use of
the laser scanner can be a useful tool for rapid acquisition of skeletal and anatomical surfaces
however, accurate location of landmarks and operator skill are of utmost importance in
achieving accurate and reliable results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Anthropometry – (Greek – anthropos (άνθρωπος – man) and metron (μέτρον
– measure) is the measurement of man or woman (Dorland’s Medical Dictionary 2007). In
today’s world anthropometry plays many important roles in the study of fashion, industrial
design and ergonomics as well as data collection in forensic anthropology and other scientific
fields (See Figure 1).
In recent years skeletal and facial anthropometry has been increasingly studied in
plastic surgery, orthodontics, craniofacial surgery and forensic anthropology (Eckert 1992).
Since traditional skeletal anthropometry requires many direct cranial measurements that
require considerable time to accomplish, it was decided to try an alternative to the traditional
method. Moore-Jansen (1994) states that there are 24 cranial measurements that are to
include 48 individual points on the cranium involved in the forensic or anthropometry and
requires roughly 60 minutes to complete (Figure 2).
During the last decade the development of laser surface or optical surface laser
scanners have become available and may provide an alternative to traditional or metric
measure methods. The laser scanner uses light triangulation to rapidly and accurately digitize
surface data. The facet framework of surface contour has a sub millimeter precision and
allows for data to be collected through a non-contact process, which minimizes any potential
contamination of the object or hazard to the operator.
During the scanning process surface data is immediately transferred to the computer
and the resulting image can be seen in real time as the scan is being conducted, which is
crucial in allowing for operator recognition and modifications of the scan while allowing for
easy data retrieval and storage.
The aim of this study is four fold: (1) ease of data acquisition using the 3D scanner;
(2) accuracy of measurements based on analysis software; (3) to determine the reliability of
laser scan measurements by comparing them to identical measurements taken in the
traditional manner; (4) problems and limitations associated with 3D laser measurement
acquisition.
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The Human Skull
In regards to all references of the skull the following shall be assumed. Directional
and positional terms relating to the skull are in the context of the standard anatomical planes
and perspectives. In reference to terminology, the skull refers to the entire skull including the
mandible; the cranium is the skull without the mandible, and the calvarium is the cranium
without the splanchnocranium (White And Folkens 2005).
The skull is a complex structure made up of 28 bones consisting of 8 unpaired, 6
paired and 2 sets of 3 small auditory ossicles with a purpose to house and protect the brain as
well as the primary sight, smell, hearing, taste and mastication organs. It also supports the
tissues and organs that allow breathing, swallowing and speech and serves as scaffolding for
soft tissue that makes up facial structure and facial movement. It is comprised of two types of
bone tissue the cortical and trabecular that contribute to the bones structural properties and
behavior. Collagen is also present allowing for elasticity of the bone while calcium and
phosphorous provide stiffness (White 2005).
Figure 1. “The Speaking Portrait”, an article from “Pearson’s Magazine”, 1901, Alphonse
Bertillon’s Anthropometry.
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Figure 2. G‐OP Metric measure on a Native American Provenience or date unknown.
Recovered by GBI from a home in North Georgia (Verbal Communication Dr. Matthew
Williamson). Picture by Brittany Jade Kowalczyk
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Osteological and Craniofacial Measurements
Common Uses:
Bass (1987) states that the reason to study bones can be for the study of fossil man,
racial classification, biological comparison, ancient diseases and cause of death as well as
modern forensic cases.
However, most osteological or cranial facial measurements deal with a wide array of
both the living and the deceased. For many years orthodontists have used radiographs in
determining cephalometric assessments in order to correct orthodontia malformations using
braces and other appliances both internally and externally.
Growth and Development
Van Erum (et al. 1998) has used the process of skeletal evaluation to determine health
and the potential to diagnosis malformations of the living by looking at the evaluation of
growth and development of cranial growth and dental maturation of “small for gestational
age” (SGA). In their research 77 cephalograms and orthopantomograms were studied in
order to assess craniofacial growth through the use of high doses of growth hormone (GH) in
SGA persons (Van Erum 1998).
Old Time Races and Sex
Bass describes the skull as the only area of the skeletal system that can accurately
estimate the racial origin (Bass 1987). These determinations of the races has been limited to
two major areas which consist of morphological and anatomical variations of the bone
structure, as well as anthropometric measurements (Bass 1987)
Bass (1987) breaks down the “Old Time Races” into three major categories;
Caucasoid, Negroid, and Mongoloid. Though each group is given a racial category
anatomical specimens can also be broken down to fit within each of these groups. For
instance, Caucasoid race is to include all white with European decent. Negroid or
American Negroids is to include all specimens of the African-derived specimens.
16

Mongoloid however, consists of all Asian derived backgrounds to include Southwestern
American Indians (Taylor 2001).
Forensic Anthropologists and forensic artists are able to use the data of given racial
groups to determine the probable race of a given specimen. For instance the Caucasoid race
has certain features that are present in higher quantities than in other races. Bass states that in
the nasal sill area of the Caucasoid race there is usually a dam that will stop a pencil;
however, in the Negroid skull there is no dam or nasal sill, and the pen will easily slide into
the nasal aperture, where as Mongoloid skulls will range between the two extremes. Other
examples of such differences are included in the Negroid race where anatomical traits are
mainly associated only with the given race such as little or no nasal depression, rounded
forehead, bregmatic depression, wide nasal opening, and a dense or “Ivory texture” to the
bone. The same is similar in the Mongoloid race where certain anatomical traits are specific
to the race. These traits include but not limited to: Inferior Zygomatic projection (the
Zygomatic bones dip below the lower edge of the maxilla), nasal overgrowth (the nasal
bones project forward beyond their junction with the frontal portion of the maxilla) (Bass
1987).
Even though these differences help in determining race, the skull is not ideal in
determining the sex of a given individual. This is due to the fact that women can have
masculinized facial features and men can have feminized facial features, which will skew the
researchers ability to make an accurate determination.
Bass (1987) states that sex estimation of subadult bones is purely an educated guess
due to the fact that secondary traits associated with sex identification due not become
apparent until the individual reaches puberty. The measurements associated with sexing
however are based on the sex differences in the long bones of an individual. Typically, the
long bones of males are longer and larger (more massive) in size and weight as well as a
larger head diameter of the humerus than a representative female bone and therefore implies
a suggested sex for a given individual (Bass 1987, Krogman 1962).
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Archival
Though Bass does not specifically address the topic of archival in a separate chapter,
the entire “Human Osteology” book is based on the gathering of information for archival and
study purposes by researchers. Specifically Bass goes in to depth in the act/art of excavating,
transporting, cleaning, restoring, and handling skeletal material. Bass also supplies templates
of burial forms as well as basic do’s and don’ts of skeletal handling. With this said however;
all traditional aspects involve measurements and photography as well as drawings of
individual bones and teeth. This process though accurate and valuable is where the problem
lies. The 1st problem is how can a drawing be truly subjective? The 2nd is how much data is
lost through a picture or measurement? The 3rd is how do we archive collected data?
Studies of Size and Shape
Merriam-Webster defines “Linear Measure” as 1: a measure of length or 2: a system
of measure of length. Moore-Jansen (1994) and Bass (1987) describe linear measurement as
measurement between groups. The skull group consists of 24 standardized landmarks on the
human skull that are used by anthropologists for taking anthropometric measurements. As in
all “Sciences” the measurements used by physical anthropologists are those most commonly
used and accepted as a “Proven” method in bone analysis and therefore commonly used
(Bass 1987). This method though highly valuable and common practice is where a potential
problem lies. This is due to the fact that of these 24 landmarks 11 are somewhat arbitrary
because they are not associated with sutures or exact points. For example, the maximum
length of the skull is taken from the Glabella (g) to the Opisthocranion (op). In this instance
(g) is not of major concern due to the fact that it is the “most forward point in the midline of
the forehead at the level of the supra-orbital ridges and above the nasofrontal suture”, which
is somewhat subjective but the point has a given value within certain landmarks, (op) on the
other hand is “the most posterior point on the skull not on the external occipital
protuberance” therefore it is not a fixed point within given landmarks and is instrumentally
determined and opened to individual interpretation to some extent due to feel.
As we can see this is where the potential problem lies. If we are to assume that the
current practice of measurement is the most accurate and new data points or measurements
will never provide better degrees of accuracy or new information then we can assume that
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there is no need for change. History on the other hand has proven the previous statement
false, due to the fact that science only advances as old questions are re-analyzed and new
technology allows us to gather, explore or measure in a way that until that time was unattainable.
Geometric Morphometrics Forerunners
Anatomical comparison of biological organisms has been a foundation of taxonomic
classification and clarification in bio-diversity based on morphological forms since its
inception by Carolus (Carl) Linnaeus in the 18th century. This method of classification lasted
until the late nineteenth century when Hermon Bumpus used quantitative data for one or
more measureable traits, which were then analyzed as mean values among groups (Bumpus
1899). D’Arcy Thompson suggested in 1917 that changes of biological form be both
modeled and described as mathematical diffeomorphisms (deformations that are smooth and
that have smooth inverses), in his publication of “On Growth and Form” which has been
argued to be the possible first transition of morphometrics into a true discipline (Bookstein,
1991). It was not however until the mid 1970’s that morphometrics was viewed as a standard
application of multivariate analysis (Blackith, and Reyment, 1971). In the mid twentieth
century modern morphometrics was able to stand alone as a separate field by combining
morphological taxonomy and quantitative analysis into a statistical analysis to describe
variation (Bookstein, 1991). This success can be directly related to the work done by Pearson
(1895) regarding the correlation coefficient and principal components analysis (Pearson,
1901; Hotelling, 1933) along with analysis of variance done by R.A. Fisher (1935).
Early Geometric Morphometrics
During the early days of geometric morphometrics; quantitative assessment of shapes
were almost entirely conducted with the aid of ratios of characters, where one character could
be regarded as indicative of a given feature, and another character effectively standardized its
variation by providing a measure of absolute size (Reyment, 1984 et. al). It is however; the
standardization of variation where the weakness lies. “In the mid 70’s the multivariate
analysis of morphometrics dealt with “size measures” and “shape measures, “these distances
and angles, presumably derived from biological forms in an unsupervised way”
(Bookstein, 1991). This morphometric method dealt with the multivariate statistical
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analysis of quantitative data in regards to length, width, height or position (Rohlf, and
Bookstein, 1990; Bookstein, 1991). Bookstein (1991), however; identified problems with this
method in regards to the collection of distances, angles or distance ratios because of the
limitations of linear measurements in regards to the fact that they do not capture spatial
arrangements of these points. Marcus (1990) stated that; “traditional morphometrics” tend to
ignore the origins of data by not paying close attention to the shape or geometry of biological
specimens or their images. Instead, these measurements of form were analyzed as distances
rather than shape. Reyment et. al (1984) notes that: early quantitative assessment used ratios
of characters. This process used one character as the indicator of the primary point and the
second point standardized the set providing absolute size. The reasoning behind the use of
ratios is the misconception that more than two characters cannot be handled at once and
ratios best examine two characters (Reyment, 1984).
In Theoretical Biology “homology” or “homologous” structures are a
correspondence between two structures in two different species; thus the bones of a bats wing
have structurally the same bones as those in a human arm, and a whale’s pectoral fin.
Bookstein (1991) states that; “this diction”, unmodified, empowers only the most
rudimentary type of morphometrics, the invocation of variables that represent “extents” of
homologous parts without any additional geometrical content. Morphometrics based on this
primitive utilization of the notion of physical distance is generally known as “multivariate
morphometrics” (cf. Reyment, et al., 1984). These variables usually are measured in cm (cm²
or cm³), log cm, log ratios (differences of log cm), or various nonlinear transformations of
these (such as degrees of angle). However, the lengths and other elements that go into the
integrals are not claimed separately to be homologous as extents upon the organism; they are
simply conveniences in the computation of multiple integrals, which could be taken instead,
according to Green’s theorem, by surface integrals of position around the boundary
(Bookstein, 1991). If, instead, the length of a linear structure, such as a long bone, is to be
taken as a proper morphometric value on its own, then the endpoints of the calipers that
measure it must be themselves located upon homologous substructures: not, for instance,
measured to the end of a bone spur on one form, a condyle on another (Bookstein, 1991).
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However, the use of characters suggests prior knowledge of the subject at hand,
which automatically raises concerns for the study. The following are three main concerns that
deal with the weakness of ratios: “(1.) The fact that a ratio will not be constant for organisms
of the same species unless these are also of the same size, by virtue of the almost universal
occurrence of differential growth; of course, the effects of allometry may be small in relation
to the differences between species. (2.) As generally used, ratios contain only two characters
and thus afford a poor appreciation of what may turn out to be an involved contrast between
forms. (3.) To compound two characters into a ratio implies that there is only one contrast of
form to be studied, and that unique contrast is well assessed in terms of two characters of
equal weights, but opposite in sign” (Reyment, 1984). Burnaby (1966) states that biological
taxonomists are often reluctant to employ multivariate methods in cases where the organism
continues to grow throughout life, such as, foraminifera (Hole-bearers), gastropoda (Snails
and Slugs), pelecypoda (bivalves). Burnaby (1966) also states that growth is not the sole
generator of “nuisance factors” in taxonomy, but that other components of variation, which
the researcher may be uninterested in, may inhibit the investigation (Burnaby, 1966).
Morphometric Framework
An essential problem in morphometrics is to the degree of similarity of two forms
(Reyment, 1984 et. al). Imagine two identical forms (A) and (B); (A) is the larger form and
(B) is the smaller form with exactly all the same landmark structures. The growth pattern can
be of any volume or any kind, so that marked points on (A) and (B) approach a homologue,
and growth can travel at independent rates independent of each other (Reyment, 1984 et. al).
Reyment, et. al (1984) states that; “If we consider the expansion of the smaller form as being
accompanied by a displacement of every marked point, the vector of displacements of the
marked points on the smaller form towards the homologous points on the larger form may be
used as the basis for a measure of divergence between the forms.” This is the essence of all
truly multivariate studies of the form (Reyment, 1984). Bookstein (1991) also states that;
“All morphometric implementations of real physical distance within a multivariate statistical
framework are governed by one crucial concept from biomathematicians, the notion of
homology” (Bookstein, 1991). In Theoretical Biology “homology” or “homologous”
structures are a correspondence between two structures in two different species; thus the
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bones of a bats wing have structurally the same bones as those in a human arm, and a whale’s
pectoral fin. Bookstein (1991) states that; “this diction”, unmodified, empowers only the
most rudimentary type of morphometrics, the invocation of variables that represent “extents”
of homologous parts without any additional geometrical content. Morphometrics based on
this primitive utilization of the notion of physical distance is generally known as
“multivariate morphometrics” (cf. Reyment, et al., 1984). These variables usually are
measured in cm (cm² or cm³), log cm, log ratios (differences of log cm), or various nonlinear
transformations of these (such as degrees of angle). However, the lengths and other elements
that go into the integrals are not claimed separately to be homologous as extents upon the
organism; they are simply conveniences in the computation of multiple integrals, which
could be taken instead, according to Green’s theorem, by surface integrals of position around
the boundary (Bookstein, 1991). If, instead, the length of a linear structure, such as a long
bone, is to be taken as a proper morphometric value on its own, then the endpoints of the
calipers that measure it must be themselves located upon homologous substructures: not, for
instance, measured to the end of a bone spur on one form, a condyle on another (Bookstein,
1991). It was also noted that coordinates of these landmarks concisely encode all the
information of any subset or distance between them (Bookstein, 1991). One corner of this
common foundation is the demonstration by elementary theorem (Bookstein, 1986) that the
“Shape space” common to these schools incorporates the linearized multivariate statistics of
all possible “traditional” shape measurements of the landmark locations (Bookstein, 1991).
This theorem, for instance, leads to the demonstration (Bookstein, 1987) that the so-called
finite-element methods, which display particular nonlinear transformations of biologically
somewhat arbitrary linear manipulations of the land-mark coordinates, must lose statistical
power against any general alternative hypothesis, so that the diagrams by which their
findings are reported are seriously misleading in most applications (Bookstein, 1987).

3D Scanning The Beginning:
The Laser Idea
3D surface scanning is becoming more and more common for generating 3D data
points to be used in many different applications. Unlike CT scanning 3D scanning
collects surface information of any given object in order to create a 3D model in
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computer or virtual space without aftermarket software such as Vitrea Lt (Amber Lewis).
Zollikofer, et. al (2005) discuss “Photogrammetry” and “Laser Range Scanning” as two
principal approaches to surface scanning.
Photogrammetry is the technology of determining geometric properties from imagebased two-dimensional data (American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing)
(ASPRS). ASPRS also states that if the distance between two points that lie on a plane
parallel to the photographic image plane can be determined by calculating their distances of
the image as long as the scale of the object is known (Figure 5). Stereophotogrammetry on
the other hand involves a system with one or more camera that is used to estimate threedimensional points of an object in space through triangulation (ASPRS). Though traditional
Stereophotogrammetry uses more than one camera it is possible to reconstruct threedimensional space through complicated algorithms and symmetries with one camera. The
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm or (LMA);

∑

,

is used as a

solution to minimizing nonlinear or spatial parameters of functions, that arise in least square
curve functions or nonlinear programming.
Figure 3. Photogrammetry (George Wiora 2005)

Laser Range Scanning; however, uses the reflections of focused laser light to estimate
distance value coordinates of real space into 3D computer space (ASPRS). Feng (et al
2001) state; that in comparison to coordinate measuring machines (or CMM) laser range
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scanning is only one magnitude less accurate in digitizing points in 3D space. The
differences lie in the fact that CMM uses sensor probes that come in contact with the objects
where as laser range scanning does not contact the object at all (Feng 2001).
Willems (et al 2005) has stated due to the fact that most surface scanners have been
developed to serve specific needs of optical triangulation surface scanning; the operator must
be careful in deciding which scanning method to use for desired outcomes. Zollikofer and
Ponce de Leon (2005) state radar based lasers or laser range scanning are used for large
structures such as buildings or large open are and that all optical triangulation systems are
limited in that they only record line of sight data which requires constant movement. The
Polhemus FastScan laser scanner offers a solution to the problem of acquiring complex
spatial geometry by separating the wand from the transmitter and to essentially allow six
degrees of freedom in 3D space and object movement with the use of a reference receiver.
Through this method range-scanning lasers process the data as X, Y and Z Cartesian
coordinates. The data is then transferred into point cloud data (Figure 6.), which represents
real world objects in virtual space. Zolliker and Ponce de Leon (2005) state that point cloud
data is ideal for morphometric as well as other analysis software due to the ease of use in
repositioning and reorientation through many platforms.
Harrison (et al 2004) has shown that in using the Polhemus FastScan in order to
evaluate facial swelling for patients of oral surgeons, a 12.5 cm3, standard deviation error can
occur even when scanning the head of a mannequin several times as a set control.
Furthermore, it was concluded that the main source of error is due to repositioning the head
in the positioning assembly for comparative scans. Harrison (et al 2004) also noted that due
to the lack of mechanical gantry complexity, ease of use, lack of radiation danger and low
cost, the “FastScan” is a valuable tool in the clinical world.
Current Uses
Three-dimensional (3D) scanning has quickly branched out from its origins of the
entertainment world of computer graphic and computer generation. Currently 3D scanning
can be found in the art, cultural heritage, forensic anthropology, anthropometric and
archaeological fields as well as many others not listed in this paper.
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In the case of Art and 3D scanning one of the best-known cases is that of the “The
Digital Michelangelo Project: 3D Scanning of Large Statues” by Levoy et al (2000). The
scan sequence of “David” consisted of the largest single dataset to be comprised of two
billion polygons and 7,000 color images. Though exact accuracy is not given, Levoy states
that an accuracy of ¼ mm or better was necessary in order to obtain chisel mark data required
for the study. Other examples can be those indicated by El-Hakim et al (2005) wherein
frescoed walls of Italy have been scanned and digitized allowing for a closer analysis and
protection from modern contaminants and mold while still allowing visitors to view the
paintings. Ahmon (et al 2004) state that the process of making molds, castings or other
reproductions that require the item to be touched causes damage to the precious cultural
resources.
Scanning may also be used in order to obtain data to build a recreation of objects that
may not be suitable for display to the general public due to their fragility. Taylor (et al 2002)
and others note that 3D scanning is invaluable in the preservation of material in order to
preserve Cultural Heritage items that are not capable of being on display in a museum
setting.
Forensic Anthropology is fast becoming fond of 3D scanning in the recreation of
museum models and study material as well as crime scene analysis and recreation of skeletal
information; tire tracks, footprints and facial reconstruction. The College of Brooklyn has
also applied this technology in the “Cuneiform Forensics – 3D digital Analysis of Cuneiform
Tablet Production.” Park (et al 2006) also showed the possibilities of this technology in the
analysis of craniometry in their paper “Use of hand-held laser scanning in the assessment of
craniometry”. Park et al (2006) state that; “ In forensic and physical anthropology, there are
many potential benefits of the ability to map the facial soft or hard tissues of a subject, while
at the same time retaining accuracy and reliability in an office or in the field. It is also
beneficial to collect and store the associated three-dimensional (3D) data for future analysis”.
Anthropometric analysis traditionally used calipers and other mechanical devices in
order to obtain measurements of human shape. The problem here lies in that only certain
measurements are taken at any given time and if the researcher is in need of points that are
not acquired at the time of measurement the data is essentially lost. With the use of 3D
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scanning the number of scanned points are nearly infinite and are also stored in virtual space
which can be examined at later times. Fowles (2000) states that 3D scanning should be part
of any conservation especially those of archaeology since the artifact is usually removed
from the site. Fowles (2000) also states that the data obtained is an invaluable resource of
information before restoration and removal.
Problems and Errors of Data Capture
Though scanning and creation of virtual replicas is an accurate solution to noncontact data acquisition, it is still inherently filled with technical and general issues. The
initial obstacle to overcome is the price of the scanner itself. The Polhemus FastScan
Scorpion lies in the $35,000.00 range just for hardware. The software for 3D analysis can
range from several hundred dollars to well over $50,000.00 for software capable of handling
point-clouds of one hundred million. Other issues lie in the use of the equipment itself.
Creating 3D models is achieved by passing a handheld laser scanner over a given object.
During this process the user must be sure to hold a roughly equal distance and speed while
passing over the object. If the distance is too great or the speed is too fast corrupt data is
received by the wand unit. Though this is of concern; the operator can easily overcome user
errors. Once physical scanning is completed; the image is generated in real time and requires
little processing in order to generate an image; however, extensive post-processing is
required in order to generate the 3D analysis from the point-cloud.
During data capture errors can occur from many different areas; however, two
aspects of errors are of much importance, these are superfluous light or systematic problems
such as calibration or data capture errors which have also been recognized by Feng (et al
2001) as well. Within these limitations one is prevalent in all 3D laser scanners; that is,
certain objects are not capable of being scanned due to the object themselves. For example,
objects such as shiny, mirrored, certain colors or transparent items show inherent problems
due to the fact that the beam is not reflected back correctly. Theses problems can be
overcome by coating the object in a fine white powder.

Feng (et al 2001) have also

experienced problems such as mine in that black objects absorb light and therefore the laser
is not reflected back to the recording camera and therefore no data points are received. By
adjusting laser intensity it is possible to overcome issues with light or specimen color.
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Additional problems such as specular noise or reflection interference can cause issues with
scans (Polhemus). Systematic errors are those that occur during the interpretation of data
within the device itself. This can happen for many reasons due to the triangulation methods
where accuracy can be lost when the laser hits the edge or corner of an object. These results
in two separate reflections are sent back for one laser pulse, which
Simulate a dual image. Others such as possible noise or metal interference between the wand
transmitter and reference receiver can deliver multiple images or deleted areas of a scan. As
well as possible problems with incident angles of light or projected fields due to calibration
discontinuity (Polhemus 2009).
Virtual Models, Virtual Data, Virtual Reality
What is the importance of virtual (VR) in regards to computer assisted data
acquisition? Or as we asked, “What is the relationship between VR data and the real bone?”
The creation of virtual models from hard data requires the conversion of point
cloud data into surface representation algorithm, which allows 3D visualization. Virtual
surfaces can be created in four ways (See figure 4): “Points” which show the individual data
that make up the scan, “Wireframe” displays the surface triangular mesh, created by linking
the point data, “Solid” displays the scanned object as a solid surface and “Outlined” which
displays the object as a solid surface with the wireframe overlaid upon it (Polhemus Manual
2010).
Throughout history we have been taught that “Scientific Examination” has revolved
around the dissection of deceased bodies or the exploratory examination of living bodies by
cutting through layers to access different tissue layers. In recent years MRI, MRA, cat scans
and VR have made exploratory surgeries archaic in most instances allowing doctors and
researchers to see inside the body in computer generated pictures. The world of VR is a
computer-generated graphic that gathers real world data and processes it into numerical data,
which is then re-assembled into the VR world as a digital representation of the original form.
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Figure 4. Virtual Surfaces (Polhemus.com)

Surfaces can be created using many different methods. Export formats can be created
using either “NURBS” (non-uniform rational B-spline), 3D Studio Max (.3ds), ASCII
(.txt), AutoCAD® (.dxf), IGES® (.igs), LightWave® (.lwo), MATLAB® (.mat), STL (.stl),
Virtual Reality Modeling Language (.wrl), Wavefront® (.obj), Open Inventor® (.iv),
Visualization
Toolkit (.vtk) Polyworks® Scan (.psl), Stanford Polygon (.ply) and optional AAOP
file format (Boehler et al 2002, Polhemus 2009). All export formats are mathematical
representations of surface features. Boehler (et al 2002), states that NURBS is a simpler
approach due to the smaller file sizes compared to that of surface mesh and provide a better
representation of curved surfaces due to the fact that points are not allocated in the algorithm.
The more complex representation is that of “Wireframe” which is comprised of pointcloud data in a triangular configuration, where as each given point has six adjoining points in
relation to the given point. With this information in mind, the researcher must understand that
due to the numerous methods in both generating and analysis of surface mesh, each one holds
a certain place in its use and on the quality of data captured. Due to the fact that the strengths
and weaknesses of all capture and analysis software are outside the realm of this paper the
following examination will only deal with the strengths and weaknesses of capture and
analysis of data through the use of the “Polhemus FastScan Scorpion”.
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Polhemus (2010) considers the scanned data or point-cloud data to be “Raw data” as
it is viewed on the monitor screen. Lin and Liang (2002) states that, the “adaptive fitting
technique” averages points of a range therefore “fitting” lines to an average for a given area
of data. Polhemus calls this process “smoothing”, which is part of the “Basic Surface”
analysis, which simplifies or smooth’s over data points. The smoothing parameter controls
the degree of smoothing when aligning sweeps. Simplification, on the other hand, removes
points within given areas and therefore allows for a virtual representation which is less
representative of the given object (Lin and Liang 2002). Polhemus uses increasing or
decreasing “Decimation” to generate surface detail. In this it is similar to that of
“Simplification” stated by Lin and Liang (2002) in that an increased Decimation value
reduces the number of points and triangles; and a decreased Decimation value will generate a
subsequent increase of points and triangles (Polhemus 2009).
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Chapter 3
Purpose
Given the benefits of scanning and importance of craniometry the purpose of this study is
to explore the role of 3D laser scanning (3DLS) in craniofacial measurements. Understanding
how this technology can be used in the field of anthropology, archaeology, and forensic
sciences requires first understanding the three basic methodological considerations required
in all 3DLS. First, the type of data acquisition used to create manipulable point clouds.
Second the type of material being scanned and third, the precision and accuracy of the
scanned subject in relation to the point cloud and solid works representation.
The first study will examine the use of traditional tools in acquiring measurements on
both the unmodified (Study) skulls and the modified skulls. The choice of traditional
measurement techniques is used to establish a base line using proven and accepted technique
and problems or issues associated with such measurements in the following areas: Ease of
data acquisition, Accuracy of measurements, Precision of measurements and Problems and
limitations.
The second case study will examine the use of 3DLS for the creation of a digital
replica. This study will look at the acquisition of data, precision and accuracy in comparison
to traditional measurement techniques and determine the following: Ease of data acquisition,
Accuracy of measurements, Precision of measurements and Problems and limitations.

Methods
Traditional
The process begins by taking measurements of distances between predetermined
landmarks using spreading or sliding calipers. The landmarks used can be found in Tables 1,
which identify and define standard landmarks on the human skull. Most landmarks refer to
precise points on the surface or interior portions of the skull and therefore are easily
recognizable. Traditional instruments used in this study are sliding calipers and hinge
calipers both of which are described below and shown in figure 7.
A. Sliding Calipers (non-digital) – Best used when landmarks are relatively close
together and cranial features do not interfere with straight-line measurements.
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B. Hinge or Spreading Caliper (non-digital) – are the desired choice when cranial features
make straight-line measurements impossible.
With the use of both of these instruments the researcher measures to the nearest mm
were as decimal or sub-millimeter measurements are unnecessary.
Case Study I: Traditional Measuring Method
Using the information from Bass, W.M. (1987) Human Osteology: A Laboratory and
Field Manual. 3rd edition. Missouri Archaeological Society Columbia a total of 24
measurements and Data Collection Procedures For Forensic Skeletal Material Report of
Investigations no. 48 The University of Tennessee, Knoxville Department of Anthropology
1994, Peer M. Moore-Jansen, Stephen D. Ousley, Richard L. Jantz was used. These
landmarks are listed and are know as; max length, max breadth, bizygomatic breadth, basionbregma, cranial base length, basion-prosthion, max aveolar breadth, max aveolar length,
biauricular breadth, upper facial height, minimum frontal breadth, upper facial breadth, nasal
height, nasal breadth, orbital breadth, orbital height, biorbital breadth, interorbital breadth,
frontal chord, parietal chord, occipital chord, foramen magnum length, foramen magnum
breadth and mastoid height. These landmarks were chosen because they are accepted
landmarks that are used in forensic anthropology in determining sex, race, and age.
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Figure 5. Anthropometric measuring devices: A (Left), Sliding caliper; B (Right), Hinge
caliper.

Case Study II: Polhemus FastScan Measurements
Polhemus FastScan Scorpion Method
The semiconductor lasers commonly referred to as “diode “ or “injection lasers” emit
light through the use of semiconductor materials and electricity. This particular family of
lasers is currently the hot topic in research known as “New” lasers at the current time. Most
diode lasers operate in the ultraviolet to infrared range. Angelopoulou and Wright (1999)
state that pulse operation is preferred due to the concerns of heat dissipation with
semiconductor type lasers.
The laser scanner used in this study is the “Polhemus FastScan SCORPION”. This unit is a
CLASS 3R Laser product with a peak power of 3.5mW and a wavelength of 670nm
(Polhemus). Resolution of the “Scorpion” is 0.5mm at 200mm or (0.02 inches at 8 inches)
range and as good as 0.1mm (Polhemus). The scanning rate is 50 lines / second, line-to-line
resolution depends on movement of wand, typically 1mm at 50 mm / second (0.04 inches at 2
inches / second) (Polhemus). Scanning range is a user selectable radius up to .75mm or 75
cm (30 inches) wand to transmitter and / or receiver to transmitter range; longer range is
available with optional 4-inch transmitter. The accuracy of the unit is an absolute
accuracy within a 60” sphere centered around the reference source is 0.75mm (0.030 in.).
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Practical accuracy is determined by scanning a bowling ball and calculating the variation in
radius over the point cloud surface was found to be 0.13mm (0.005 in). In order to achieve
these results several factors must be utilized in the scanning process
1. The object to be scanned should not be in direct sunlight.
2. The object cannot move at all.
3. The larger 2-inch transmitter may not move at all.
Figure 6: Polhemus FASTSCAN Scorpion Laser scanner and receivers (Polhemus Inc.).
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The intact cranium of four sample skulls and the three modified skulls were scanned
individually. The way in which skulls were scanned did not vary between specimens: All
skulls were placed on a wooden dowel wrapped with black fabric which was inserted into the
foramen magnum until it touched the top portion of the skull near the bregma. This point
provided a sturdy resting place free of un-wanted skull movement.
Scanner parameters were set as follows: smoothing is set at 1.00 and decimation is set at
0.50. This base line is chosen and kept for all scans in order to provide consistent data.
Profile smoothing is set on low to provide highest accuracy. Sensitivity is set at 4 on a scale
of 1 thru 6, where 1 is least sensitive and 6 is most sensitive, these numbers provided the best
scan resolution in relationship to our study area and subjects. Maximum scanning distance
was set to 750.00 mm and angles were set to 30.00 degrees, with a best scanning resolution
set to .5mm, worst scanning resolution of 100.00mm, and a profile smoothing set to low. The
2-inch transmitter was placed on the dowel base approximately 3 inches above the table
surface. The area was chosen to allow for a 3-foot metal free zone from any floor or wall
rebar, which minimizes any interference in transmission and reception of the signal. The
laptop was positioned on a separate table which helps minimize any movement of the object
scanned and allows for easy visual reference of the scanning process as the wand was moved
around the skull.
Files
The resulting scans were saved as FASTSCAN file (.fsn) to a folder on the laptop.
Each file was named for the cranium from which it was scanned and is kept on the hard drive
for further use. Upon completion of the scans the files were registered under “register
sweeps” to determine if improved detail or reduced noise distortion was achieved. Visual
comparison was used in assessing improvement or degradation between registered or
unregistered sweeps. For the purposes of this study unregistered sweeps have been chosen
due to the fact they are a more accurate representation of the object scanned. The next
comparison is the “basic” sweep, which merges sweeps, changes filtering data, standardizes
resolution, simplifies triangular mesh and limits the number of objects contained in a sweep.
Upon visual comparison of the “Basic” sweeps it has been determined that “Basic” sweeps
will not be used for this study due to the smoothing effect of the registered sweeps.
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Measurements Analysis
Measurements analysis was provided by Polhemus “Delta” software. Though the
program lists no reported accuracy, the publisher has determined that the accuracy is accurate
to 0.005 mm. This was determined by scanning a known object that measured 1.00004 mm2
with digital calipers. The object was then scanned and measured under Delta software and a
measurement of 1.00504 mm2 was obtained. This process was repeated 20 times until the
publisher was confident that the accuracy and precision were quantified.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using JMP software using Matched Pairs analysis.
JMP is selected because it offers a special analysis platform for paired data. The Matched
Pairs analysis compares means between two or more response columns using a paired t-test
(JMP Manual 2011). The plot is broken down into two sections. The primary plot is a plot of
the difference of the two responses on the y-axis, and the mean of the two responses on the xaxis. The graph produced in JMP is the same as a scatterplot of the two original variables
except it is turned on a 45° rotation. It is this rotation that turns the original coordinates into
two distinct categories known as difference and sum, which can be rescaled to show both
difference and mean. The solid horizontal line is “zero” and the confidence interval is plotted
above and below zero using a dashed line. If the confidence interval does not contain the
“zero” solid line then the test comes back with a significant difference between the two
responses.
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Steps to access JMP Matched Pairs.
1. Access “New Data Table”
Figure 7: JMP Starter

2. Insert data in table and highlight two or more columns.
Figure 8: Data Table
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3. Scroll over “Cols” and choose “Preselect role” and set as “Y”.
Figure 9: Preselect Role

4. Select “Analyze” and choose “Matched Pairs”, “Plot Diff By Mean”,
notice Columns have switched and are both set to “Y”.
Figure 10: Analyze Matched Pairs

The analysis draws the “zero” reference line, which is equal to the point at which both
columns are equal. If the means of both columns are equal, then the points should be equally
distributed above and below the zero line. All points above the solid line are greater than
zero, in turn all numbers below the line are less than zero. In the example above the
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parallel red line is displaced from the zero line by an amount equal to the difference of means
between the responses; therefore sets the “Line of fit” for the sample. Which gives the means
is equivalent to the line being non-significantly separated from the reference line of zero.

Described Unpaired and Paired Craniometric Landmark Definitions
The following definitions are taken from “Human Osteology A Laboratory and Field
Manual” William M. Bass Third Edition (1987).
Table 1A: Landmark Definitions
1. Glabella (g) – The most forward projecting point in the midline of the forehead at the
level of the supra-orbital ridges and above the nasofrontal suture.
2. Opisthocranion (op) – The most posterior point on the skull not on the external
occipital protuberance. It is the posterior end point of maximum cranial length
measured from glabella. It is thus not a fixed point but is instrumentally determined.
3. Euryon (eu) – The two points on the opposite sides of the skull that form the termini
of the lines of greatest breadth, i.e., the most widely separated points on the two sides
of the skull. The two points are determined instrumentally.
4. Zygion (zy) – The most lateral point of the Zygomatic arch; a point determined
instrumentally.
5. Basion (ba) – The midpoint of the anterior margin of the foramen magnum most
distant from the bregma. It is used to measure the height of the skull.
6. Bregma (b) – The intersection of the coronal and sagittal sutures, in the midline.
7. Nasion (n) – Intersection of the nasofrontal suture with the Midsagittal plane. Nasion
is the uppermost landmark for the measure of facial height.
8. Prosthion (pr) – (prealveolar point) – Has often been confused with alveolare.
Prosthion is the most anterior point in the midline on the upper alveolar process.
9. Maxillo-Alveolar Breadth (ect / ecm)- The maximum breadth across the alveolar
borders of the maxilla measured on the lateral surfaces at the location of the second
maxillary molar.
10. Alveolon (alv) – A point on the hard palate where a line drawn through the termini of
the alveolar ridges crosses the median line.
11. Auriculare (au) – Not a standard landmark as defined here. Instead it is defined as a
point on the lateral aspect of the root of the Zygomatic process at the deepest
incurvature, wherever it may be.
12. Frontotemporale (ft) – The most medial point on the incurve of the temporal ridge.
The points lie on the frontal bones just above the zygomaticofrontal suture.
13. Upper facial breadth (fmt) – From nasion to alveolare. This gives the height of the
face excluding the teeth and the mandible. It is used when the mandible is missing.
14. Nasospinale (ns) – The point where a line drawn between the lower margins of the
right and left nasal apertures is intersected by the MSP (Midsagittal plane). NS in the
lowest landmark for the measurement of nasal height.
15. Alare (al) – The instrumentally determined most lateral point on the nasal aperture
taken perpendicular to the nasal height.
16. Orbital Breadth (width) – From maxillofrontale to ectoconchion. The maximum
distance of the orbit from maxillofrontale to the middle of the lateral orbital
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border (ectoconchion). Measurement also can be taken from dacryon or lacrimale, but
I prefer maxillofrontale since this is present most often. Sincebones of the medial wall
of the eye orbit are quite fragile; dacryon and lacrimale often are missing in
archaeological specimens. To locate maxillofrontale, extend the medial edge of the
eye orbit with a pencil line until the line crosses the frontomaxillary suture.
17. Orbital Height – The maximum height from the upper to the lower orbital borders
perpendicular to the horizontal axis of the orbit and using the middle of the inferior
border as a fixed point. Either or both orbits may be measured, but the left is the
standard.
18. Ectoconchion (ec) – The point where the orbital length line, parallel to the upper
border, meets the outer rim. Ectoconchion is the point of maximum breadth on the
lateral wall of the eye orbit.
19. Interorbital Breadth –
20. Lambda (l) – The intersection of the sagittal and lambdoidal sutures in the midline.
21. Opisthion (o) – The midpoint of the posterior margin of the foramen magnum.
Table 1B: Described Unpaired and paired Craniometric landmarks
(Human Osteology A Laboratory Field Manual William M. Bass Third Edition 1987)
1. Maximum length (g-op) [GOL]

12. Upper Facial Br. (fmt-fmt) [UFBR]

2. Maximum Breadth (eu-eu) [XCB]

13. Nasal Height (n-ns) [NLT]

3. Bizygomatic

14. Nasal Breadth (al-al) [NLB]

Breadth

(zy-zy)

[ZYB]

15. Orbital Breadth [OBB]

4. Basion-Bregma (ba-b) [BBH]

16. Orbital Height [OBH]

5. Cranial base length (ba-n) [BNL]

17. Biorbital Breadth (ec-ec) [EKB]

6. Basion-Prosthion (ba-pr) [BPL]

18. Interorbital Breadth [DKB]

7. Max. Alveolar Br. (ect-ect) [MAB]

19. Frontal Chord (n-b) [FRC]

8. Max. Alveolar L. (pr-alv) [MAL]

20. Parietal Chord (b-l) [PAC]

9. Biauricular Breadth (au-au) [AUB]

21. Occipital Chord (l-o) [OCC]

10. Upper

22. Foramen Magnum L. (ba-o) [FOL]

Facial

Height

(n-pr)

[UFHT]
11. Min. Frontal Br. (ft-ft) [WFB]

23. Foramen Magnum Breadth [FOB]
24. Mastoid Height [MDH]
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Chapter 4
Skulls
Study Skulls #1, 2, 3 and 4
Study skulls #1, 2, 3 and 4 are anatomical teaching specimens purchased from Osta
International. The intact cranium was scanned in accordance with the following procedures.
The skull is placed on a wooden dowel wrapped in black cloth that extends roughly 8 inches
below the base of the skull. The placement of the fabric is critical in allowing for complete
scanning of all areas of the cranium without the interference of non-cranial features being
scanned into the data. The cranium is scanned in passes starting from the area near or
including the bregma to the area near the maxilla. Scans are continued in this fashion around
the cranium until a full scan is achieved. Once all dorsal, ventral and lateral scans are
complete the underside of the cranium is scanned to include all maxilla and foramen magnum
features to include but not limited to Occipital condyle, Hypoglossal canal and Palatine areas.
Modified Skulls
Modified skull #1
Figure11: Prehistoric Native South American Skull ~ 2000 years old cast from “Bone
Clones” Picture by Christopher T. Kowalczyk
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Modified Skull #2
Figure 12: Native American Provenience or date unknown. Recovered by GBI from a
home in North Georgia (Verbal Communication Dr. Matthew Williamson).
Picture by Christopher T. Kowalczyk
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Modified skull #3
Figure 13: Native American from 9TP9 (Burnt Village Site) Georgia probably the 18th
Century Lower Creek town of "Okfuskenena" based on Huscher, H.A. (1972).
Picture by Christopher T. Kowalczyk
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Modified skull #4
Figure 14: Native American from 9TP9 (Burnt Village Site) Georgia probably the 18th
Century Lower Creek town of "Okfuskenena" based on Huscher, H.A. (1972).
Picture by Christopher T. Kowalczyk
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Chapter 5
Results
Matched Pairs Summary Unmodified Skulls
Figure 15: Matched Pairs
Difference: Maximum Length (g‐op)

Table 2: Maximum Length
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

181.87
177.5
4.36994
1.00762
7.57664
1.16325
4
0.92447

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

4.336897
3
0.0226*
0.0113*
0.9887
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Figure 16: Matched Pairs
Difference: Maximum Breadth (eu‐eu)

Table 3: Maximum Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

147.183
144.5
2.68312
0.79542
5.21451
0.15173
4
0.98857

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

3.373205
3
0.0433*
0.0217*
0.9783
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Figure 17: Matched Pairs
Difference: Bizygomatic Breadth (zy‐zy)

Table 4: Bizygomatic Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

129.648
128.5
1.14771
0.58526
3.01027
-0.7149
4
0.9975

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.961017
3
0.1447
0.0724
0.9276
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Figure 18: Matched Pairs
Difference: Basion‐Bregma (ba‐b)

Table 5: Basion-Bregma
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

136.899
134.25
2.64891
0.2954
3.589
1.70882
4
0.99987

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

8.967226
3
0.0029*
0.0015*
0.9985
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Figure 19: Matched Pairs
Difference: Cranial Base Length (ba‐n)

Table 6: Cranial Base Length
Study Skulls Measurement Laser
Study Skulls Measurement Hand
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

102.561
101
1.56055
0.44534
2.97782
0.14328
4
0.9983

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

3.504171
3
0.0394*
0.0197*
0.9803
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Figure 20: Matched Pairs
Difference: Basion‐Prosthion (ba‐pr)

Table 7: Basion-Prosthion
Study Skulls Measurement Laser
Study Skulls Measurement Hand
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

91.9182
91.5
0.41816
0.61779
2.38425
-1.5479
4
0.89623

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

0.676868
3
0.5470
0.2735
0.7265
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Figure 21: Matched Pairs
Difference: Maximum Alveolar Breadth (ect‐ect)

Table 8: Maximum Alveolar Breadth
Study Skulls Measurement Laser
Study Skulls Measurement Hand
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

63.4642
61.75
1.71424
0.65527
3.79961
-0.3711
4
0.91404

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

2.616086
3
0.0793
0.0396*
0.9604
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Figure 22: Matched Pairs
Difference: Maximum Alveolar Length (pr‐alv)

Table 9: Maximum Alveolar Length
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

47.7946
51.75
-3.9554
1.88129
2.03166
-9.9425
4
0.655

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

-2.10251
3
0.1263
0.9369
0.0631
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Figure 23: Matched Pairs
Difference: Biauricular Breadth (au‐au)

Table 10: Biauricular Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

125.998
123.5
2.49844
0.80563
5.06233
-0.0654
4
0.95108

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

3.10121
3
0.0532
0.0266*
0.9734
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Figure 24: Matched Pairs
Difference: Upper Facial Height (n‐pr)

Table 11: Upper Facial Height
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

63.3467
64.375
-1.0283
0.81301
1.55907
-3.6157
4
0.99838

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

-1.2648
3
0.2953
0.8524
0.1476
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Figure 25: Matched Pairs
Difference: Minimum Frontal Breadth (ft‐ft)

Table 12: Minimum Frontal Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

100.069
97
3.06947
0.91544
5.9828
0.15613
4
0.92368

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

3.353003
3
0.0440*
0.0220*
0.9780
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Figure 26: Matched Pairs
Difference: Upper Facial Breadth (fmt‐fmt)

Table 13: Upper Facial Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

105.912
103.25
2.6625
0.3996
3.93421
1.39078
4
0.97965

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

6.662873
3
0.0069*
0.0034*
0.9966
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Figure 27: Matched Pairs
Difference: Nasal Height (n‐ns)

Table 14: Nasal Height
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

47.3441
50.25
-2.9059
1.92578
3.22275
-9.0346
4
0.25715

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

-1.50897
3
0.2284
0.8858
0.1142
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Figure 28: Matched Pairs
Difference: Nasal Breadth (al‐al)

Table 15: Nasal Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

26.0374
23.525
2.5124
0.69226
4.71549
0.30932
4
0.70647

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

3.629269
3
0.0360*
0.0180*
0.9820
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Figure 29: Matched Pairs
Difference: Orbital Breadth (OBB)

Table 16: Orbital Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference

39.559
40.25
-0.691

t-Ratio
DF

-0.69463
3

Prob > |t|

0.5372

Std Error

0.99482

Prob > t

0.7314

Upper 95%

2.47493

Prob < t

0.2686

Lower 95%

-3.857

N
Correlation

4
0.88486
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Figure 30: Matched Pairs
Difference: Orbital Height (OBH)

Table 17: Orbital Height
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

33.4868
34
-0.5132
0.33321
0.54728
-1.5736
4
0.96225

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

-1.54001
3
0.2212
0.8894
0.1106
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Figure 31: Matched Pairs
Difference: Biorbital Breadth (ec‐ec)

Table 18: Biorbital Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

96.8558
96
0.85583
0.62261
2.83724
-1.1256
4
0.94517

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.374594
3
0.2629
0.1315
0.8685
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Figure 32: Matched Pairs
Difference: Interorbital Breadth (DKB)

Table 19: Interorbital Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

20.7304
19.75
0.98036
0.97424
4.08083
-2.1201
4
-0.1658

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.006277
3
0.3884
0.1942
0.8058
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Figure 33: Matched Pairs
Difference: Frontal Chord (n‐b)

Table 20: Frontal Chord
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

114.322
109.75
4.5716
1.48889
9.30991
-0.1667
4
0.78262

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

3.07048
3
0.0545
0.0273*
0.9727
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Figure 34: Matched Pairs
Difference: Parietal Chord (b‐l)

Table 21: Parietal Chord
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

112.36
108.5
3.8602
1.38907
8.28084
-0.5604
4
0.96038

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

2.778983
3
0.0690
0.0345*
0.9655
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Figure 35: Matched Pairs
Difference: Occipital Chord (l‐o)

Table 22: Occipital Chord
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

97.4354
97
0.43541
2.10468
7.13345
-6.2626
4
0.90601

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

0.206876
3
0.8494
0.4247
0.5753
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Figure36: Matched Pairs
Difference: Foramen Magnum Length (ba‐o)

Table 23: Foramen Magnum Length
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

40.7238
37
3.72375
1.98085
10.0277
-2.5802
4
-0.7623

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.879877
3
0.1567
0.0784
0.9216
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Figure 37: Matched Pairs
Difference: Foramen Magnum Breadth (FOB)

Table 24: Foramen Magnum Breadth
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

34.6434
31
3.64339
0.4791
5.16809
2.11868
4
0.82132

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

7.604687
3
0.0047*
0.0024*
0.9976
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Figure 38: Matched Pairs
Difference: Mastoid Height (MDH)

Table 25: Mastoid Height
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement 2
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

34.6614
30.5
4.16142
0.50904
5.78142
2.54142
4
0.99021

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

8.175004
3
0.0038*
0.0019*
0.9981
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Matched Pairs Summary Modified Skulls
Figured 39: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Maximum Length (g‐op)

Table 26: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Maximum Length
Modified Laser
Modified Hand
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

176.458
173
3.45828
3.0186
41.8132
-34.897
2
1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.145657
1
0.4568
0.2284
0.7716
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Figure 40: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Maximum Breadth (eu‐eu)

Table 27: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Maximum Breadth
Modified Laser
Modified Hand
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

147.095
148.333
-1.2386
2.80778
10.8423
-13.32
3
0.98163

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

-0.44114
2
0.7022
0.6489
0.3511
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Figure 41: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Bizygomatic Breadth (zy‐zy)

Table 28: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Bizygomatic Breadth
Modified Laser
Modified Hand
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

.
.
2.11352
.
.
.
1
.

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

.
0
.
.
.
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Figure 42: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Basion‐Bregma (ba‐b)

Table 29: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Basion-Bregma
Modified Laser
Modified Hand
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

142.873
141.333
1.53922
1.75046
9.07082
-5.9924
3
0.99296

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

0.879326
2
0.4720
0.2360
0.7640
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Figure 43: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Cranial Base Length (ba‐n)

Table 30: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Cranial Base Length
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

100.547
100
0.54718
0.60052
8.17753
-7.0832
2
1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

0.91117
1
0.5296
0.2648
0.7352
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Figure 44: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified laser‐Modified Hand Basion‐Prosthion (ba‐pr)

Table 31: Modified laser-Modified Hand
Basion-Prosthion
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement

101.452

t-Ratio

Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

100.5
0.95245
1.90483
25.1557
-23.251
2
1

DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

0.50001
7
1
0.7048
0.3524
0.6476
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Figure 45: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Maximum Alveolar Breadth (ect‐ect)

Table 32: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Maximum Alveolar Breadth
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

68.8
67.5
1.29998
0.45056
7.0249
-4.4249
2
1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

2.885252
1
0.2124
0.1062
0.8938
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Figure 46: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Maximum Alveolar Length (pr‐alv)

Table 33: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Maximum Alveolar Length
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

.
.
-0.7453
.
.
.
1
.

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

.
0
.
.
.
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Figure 47: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Biauricular Breadth (au‐au)

Table 34: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Biauricular Breadth
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

.
.
2.55333
.
.
.
1
.

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

.
0
.
.
.
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Figure 48: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Upper Facial Height (n‐pr)

Table 35: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Upper Facial Height
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

68.9332
66.5
2.43319
2.44734
33.5296
-28.663
2
1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

0.994221
1
0.5018
0.2509
0.7491
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Figure 49: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Minimum Frontal Breadth (ft‐ft)

Table 36: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Minimum Frontal Breadth
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

96.0193
93.6667
2.35261
0.45985
4.33117
0.37405
3
0.99876

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

5.116078
2
0.0361*
0.0181*
0.9819
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Figure 50: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Upper Facial Breadth (UFBR)

Table 37: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Upper Facial Breadth
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

.
.
1.10056
.
.
.
1
.

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

.
0
.
.
.
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Figure 51: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Nasal Height (n‐ns)

Table 38: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Nasal Height
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

54.2943
53
1.29429
2.0805
27.7295
-25.141
2
1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

0.622108
1
0.6457
0.3229
0.6771
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Figure 52: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Nasal Breadth (al‐al)

Table 39: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Nasal Breadth
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

23.9072
22.5
1.40725
0.55222
8.42386
-5.6094
2
1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

2.548347
1
0.2381
0.1190
0.8810
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Figure 53: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Orbital Breadth (al‐al)

Table 40: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Orbital Breadth
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

40.2741
39.5
0.77414
0.54443
7.69175
-6.1435
2
1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.42194
1
0.3902
0.1951
0.8049
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Figure 54: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Orbital Height (OBH)

Table 41: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Orbital Height
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

35.6908
34
1.69085
0.95506
13.826
-10.444
2
1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.77041
1
0.3273
0.1637
0.8363
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Figure 55: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Biorbital Breadth (ec‐ec)

Table 42: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Biorbital Breadth
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

.
.
0.84742
.
.
.
1
.

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

.
0
.
.
.
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Figure 56: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser Modified Hand Interorbital Breadth (DKB)

Table 43: Modified Laser Modified Hand
Interorbital Breadth
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

19.968
21
-1.032
1.5302
18.411
-20.475
2
1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

-0.67444
1
0.6223
0.6889
0.3111
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Figure 57: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser Modified Hand Frontal Chord (n‐b)

Table 44: Modified Laser Modified Hand
Frontal Chord
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

121.807
130
-8.1929
9.34319
110.524
-126.91
2
-1

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

-0.87688
1
0.5417
0.7291
0.2709
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Figure 58: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Parietal Chord (b‐l)

Table 45: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Parietal Chord
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

110.456
104.667
5.78971
4.76141
26.2764
-14.697
3
0.74508

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.215966
2
0.3480
0.1740
0.8260
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Figure 59: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Occipital Chord (l‐o)

Table 46: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Occipital Chord
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

94.26
93
1.25996
2.12355
10.3968
-7.8769
3
0.97791

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

0.593329
2
0.6131
0.3066
0.6934
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Figure 60: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Foramen Magnum Length (ba‐o)

Table 47: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Foramen Magnum Length
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

32.6841
32.3333
0.35079
0.63137
3.06734
-2.3658
3
0.99425

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

0.55561
2
0.6343
0.3172
0.6828
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Figure 61: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Foramen Magnum Breadth (FOB)

Table 48: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Foramen Magnum Breadth
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

30.1785
29
1.17854
0.55195
3.55337
-1.1963
3
0.88755

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

2.135239
2
0.1663
0.0831
0.9169
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Figure 62: Matched Pairs
Difference: Modified Laser‐Modified Hand Mastoid Height (MDH)

Table 49: Modified Laser-Modified Hand
Mastoid Height
Modified Skulls Laser Measurement
Modified Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

30.7421
30.1667
0.57539
0.35242
2.09173
-0.9409
3
-0.502

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.632689
2
0.2441
0.1221
0.8779
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Matched Pairs Summary All Study Hand‐All Study Laser
Figure 63: Matched Pairs
Difference: All Study Hand – All Study Laser

Table 50: All Study Hand – All Study Laser
Study Skulls Laser Measurement
Study Skulls Hand Measurement
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

83.1176
81.5167
1.60098
0.29721
2.19102
1.01094
96
0.99793

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

5.386693
95
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
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Matched Pairs Difference: All Modified Hand ‐ All Modified Laser
Figure 64: Matched Pairs
Difference: All Modified Hand – All Modified Laser

Table 51: All Modified Hand – All Modified Laser
All Modified Laser
All Modified Hand
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation

81.6457
80.6373
1.00842
0.54662
2.10634
-0.0895
51
0.99636

t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t

1.844817
50
0.0710
0.0355*
0.9645
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Chapter 6
Discussion
The issue that is central to the scope of this research is to determine if measurements
from the scans are significantly different from measurements taken directly from the skulls
and to the extent of the variation if any. Secondary interests include the level of operatorassociated errors, technique; time required and practical needs assessment.
Time Requirements
The initial aspect of this study was to determine the needs and limitations of both the
researchers and the equipment. The time in determining this information for Study skull #1
consisted of hundreds of scans performed over 10 days. During this period changes were
made in Max scanning range, max laser angle, best scanning resolution, worst scanning
resolution and profile smoothing as well as “noise” in the scans. During this process scans
were not saved or imported for anything other than visual comparison. Once an ideal method
and image were chosen scans were deleted from the file database and not used. The
approximate reported scan time was determined once all parameters were set for ongoing
scans and an ideal scan was captured.

Major factors pertaining to the Polhemus FASTSCAN computer assisted method that
may potentially affect the accuracy of the scans are:
1. Noise interference from nearby metal objects. This may be a consideration of the
suitability of the scanner for the capture of images. For example, if the object is in
close quarters to a metal casket or metal artifacts in close relationship to the
objects being scanned.
2. Noise interference from a too high of a sensitivity setting. Though this is a major
consideration it ranks lesser than metal objects due to the fact it is easily fixable
compared to that of outside noise interference.
3. The training and experience of the operator to keep required speed and distance
during scan.
4. The efficiency of Delta modeling as a computer program for advanced
comparative software. Does the absence of CAD style measuring (Point and
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click) make Delta inappropriate for this task? To what extent can the operator’s
ability serve to compensate for the absence of this ability?
5. The physical condition and material of the skulls; to include the color and
reflectivity as well as size.
6. As of this research FASTSCAN and Delta are not available in Mac associated
software.
Cost and accessibility are two main barriers that limit the use of 3DLS in the general field
of biological anthropology as of this study. I suggest that the expense of 3DLS can easily be
justified due to several factors, 1. Total data point acquisition. 2. Maneuverability of parts in
3D space. 3. Specimens kept in electronic storage for unlimited access. 4. Specimen
protection. If the researcher can get past the initial price of computerized system and the
expense of maintenance and repairs you are still faced with the unavoidable expense of
hardware and software upgrading.

General Observations
Operator Error
Subjective Scanning:
The issue of subjectivity first appears in the FASTSCAN scanning process through
the adjustments that can be made to settings that alter how data is processed once received by
the software. These can be alteration of all or one of the following areas of smoothing;
decimation fit accuracy mesh resolution or RBF surface simplification. Adjustments made to
one or more of the areas determine the quality the scan in reference to the smoothing or
exactness of the scans produced which lead to the subjective of scan quality. Ideally,
scanning a known sized surface leads the operator to set all settings as close as possible to the
exact measurements which leads to complete and refined scan. This is of highest importance
if the most accurate depiction of the object is to be acquired. If the user chooses settings that
are less than ideal the representation of the object may be of utmost quality but may not
represent the object in its truest form due to smoothing or rounding. In regards to
measurements the author was not concerned with the look in regards to smoothness of the
scan but more importantly the truest representation of the scan to the original object.
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This technique allows for the most detailed form of the original, which in turn allows for
landmarks such as sutures and foramen as well as bumps or cracks to be visible in the
representative scans.
Wand Operation:
The inevitable issue of wand manipulation in 3D space is a subject of use that must be
addressed fully in order to obtain the most accurate scan resolution. The variation of distance
between the scorpion wand and object can and will affect the resolution by as much as .5mm
per 200mm of distance, and accuracy by as much as 1mm per 200mm of distance from target
(Polhemus). It is therefore suggested that a distance of no more than 200mm be used during
the scanning process. Potential resolution and accuracy has also been shown to be affected by
hesitation and jerky hand movements and unexpected shifts in the object or wand. With these
circumstances in mind the operator must exercise extreme caution and care in planning a
route that will require the minimum number of sweeps while keeping the smoothest and most
accurate hand motions. It is also noted that by sheer necessity the operator will have
overlapping sweeps in order to cover the object with complete satisfaction and accuracy.
However it must be noted that the more passes over a single area will have a detrimental
effect on the processed scan due to point cloud over lap, which there by will not maintain
morphological continuity of the object.

The subsequent “Register Sweeps” or “Basic

Formatting” is designed by Polhemus to correct poorly aligned sweeps through data
triangulation which increases the number of alignments and can be seen as potential “noise”
and therefore allowing for less than ideal scan resolution.

Using The Scanner
Initial scanning action was achieved through a trial and error method. Polhemus states
that scanning should be achieved through a motion similar to that associated with using a
spray can. The initial problem associated with this action is not the motion, it is however the
speed and angle to which the laser is contacting the object. This is to say that if the motion is
correct the speed at which you are passing the wand over the object or the height from the
object may be too fast and or far respectively to adequately pick up all features of the object.
The user found this difficulty most prevalent with objects that showed initial characteristics
of problematic scanning.
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The second method of generating images is the use of the ½ inch reference receiver,
which can be attached to the object directly and therefore moved in 3D space as it is being
scanned. This freedom allows the user to scan objects without the fear of having to rescan
because the object has moved; which gives multiple images in the scanning process. Though
the receiver can be removed from the point cloud data, the adhesive or banding material
cannot be removed from the point cloud data and therefore will be evident in the scans.
Lastly the size of the object being scanned must be larger than the receiver itself to ensure a
acceptable scan.
The scanner has also shown that in a comparison of direct measuring on skulls using
the FASTSCAN Scorpion laser scanner that scans done with exact point localization show
very good reliability and were more accurate than conventional methods using osteometric
board, hinge calipers and sliding calipers.

Measurements in Delta
Limitations:
In evaluating the role of 3DLS in biological anthropology, it is important to understand
the relationships between problems in data acquisition and post-processing. The
understanding of this relationship is what is lacking in other case study reports in the use of
3DLS in biological anthropology.
The Delta software is extremely versatile in many ways. Once the image is uploaded into
Delta the object is very easy to move and zoom around in 3D space. The limitation arises in
the area of measurement of an object. The author discovered that; once the object is uploaded
and the measurement section is chosen the outcome is not a given measurement that is
readily usable by the operator. For example, if the operator measures the Maximum length
(g-op) we first put a point on the Glabella and a second point on the Opisthocranion. The
outcome at this point is not a distance that is given between the two points but two distinct
sections of X, Y and Z coordinates. These coordinates must then be extrapolated using this
formula [Distance = Sqrt ((X1-X2)^2+(Y1-Y2)^2+(Z1-Z2)^2)] to provide a distance
between the coordinates in 3D space. Though this method is not difficult it is very time
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consuming in comparison to the easier methods of measurement in CAD or computer aided
design and others. In these programs the operator chooses the measurement tab, then
clicks on the first point and then the second point. Once the second point is chosen the
distance between the two points is given directly to the user without extrapolation through
the use of equations or manual manipulation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Null Hypothesis (H0)
First let us begin with a basic understanding of what the null hypothesis states;
According to “The Little Handbook of Statistical Practice” by Gerard E. Dallal; “Null
hypothesis are never accepted. We either reject them or fail to reject them. The distinction
between “acceptance” and “failure to reject” is best understood in terms of confidence
intervals. Failing to reject a hypothesis means a confidence interval contains a value of “no
difference”. However, the data may also be consistent with differences of practical
importance. Hence, failing to reject H0 does not mean that we have shown that there is no
difference (accept H0)” Therefore in this study the null hypothesis is that there will be no
statistical difference even though a difference may be present.
Results
The results will be broken down into four categories to include unmodified separate
measurements, modified separate measurements and all unmodified and all modified
measurements. The 24 measurements used 11 are to be considered arbitrary because they are
not associated with sutures or exact points. Of these 11 arbitrary points there is no correlation
between these points and a rejection of the null hypothesis. The data does show however that
of the original 24 measurements for the unmodified study skulls 15 fail to reject H0 and 9
measurements reject H0. This data tells us that 62.5% of the unmodified scans have given us a
non-statistical difference and 37.5% statistical difference and therefore should be considered
a viable option. If we look at the modified skull scans we see that of the 24 measurements 18
fail to reject H0, 5 are unknown variables due to N being 1, and 1 rejects the H0. In this case
we are left with 75% of the modified scans giving us a non-statistical difference, 20.8%
giving us no data, and 4.2% giving us a statistical difference.
Therefore, we are unable to reject H0 and are able to assume a high confidence level,
as the confidence interval is “no difference”. It must be understood however, that even
though the data fails to reject H0 this by no means suggests in anyway that there is no
difference between the data numbers; it just allows us to assume there is no statistical
difference between these numbers.
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Table 52: Skull measurements / average differences

Maximum Length
Maximum Breadth
Bizygomatic Breadth
Basion‐Bregma
Cranial Base Length
Basion‐Prosthion
Max. Alveolar Br.
Max. Alveolar L.
Biauricular Breadth
Upper Facial Ht.
Min. Frontal Br.
Upper Facial Br.
Nasal Height
Nasal Breadth
Orbital Breadth
Orbital Height
Biorbital Breadth
Interorbital Breadth
Frontal Chord
Parietal Chord
Occipital Chord
Foramen Magnum L.
Foramen Magnum Br.
Mastoid Height

* Numbers in red are those that
show a statistical difference
Study Skulls
Laser
Calipers
181.87
177.5
147.183
144.5
129.648
128.5
136.899
134.25
102.561
101
91.9182
91.5
63.4642
61.75
47.7946
51.75
125.998
123.5
63.3467
64.375
100.069
97
105.912
103.25
47.3441
50.25
26.0374
23.525
39.559
40.25
33.4868
34
96.8558
96
20.7304
19.75
114.322
109.75
112.36
108.5
97.4354
97
40.7238
37
34.6434
31
34.6614
30.5

Modified Skulls
Laser
Caliper
176.458
173
147.095
148.333
n=1
n=1
142.873
141.333
100.547
100
101.452
100.5
68.8
67.5
n=1
n=1
n=1
n=1
68.9332
66.5
96.0193
93.6667
n=1
n=1
54.2943
53
23.9072
22.5
40.2741
39.5
35.6908
34
n=1
n=1
19.968
21
121.807
130
110.456
104.667
94.26
93
32.6841
32.3333
30.1785
29
30.7421
30.1667

The data clearly shows that even though there are differences between measurements
of hand vs. laser they are not necessarily significant. One aspect clearly stands out; his is that
the laser measurements are much more precise in their exact distances. This precision
however has not been shown to be of utmost importance and may be more relevant to future
research as technology advances and a better understanding of skeletal differences come to
fruition.
Within this study it has been shown that the majority of errors are those associated
with the arbitrary points to which there are no set points for measure and are based on visual
clues or one point and a feel of length associated with the second point. It is also
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suggested that in certain cases the object to be scanned may be coated in a dulling or less
reflective white powder to help in scan quality. This simple process could make certain areas
of the skull or object more receptive to laser light reflection, which in turn would allow for
better post processing and a better ability to mark exact points on the object. The second
option for the researcher would be to use the marking tool or the stylus to help mark pre
determined points, which will then be associated with the scans permanently as pre marked
areas. This process will allow for those arbitrary points to be measured or pre determined by
traditional methods and therefore can be picked up by the laser scanner for future purposes.
Limitations
The author acknowledges several factors which potentially hindered both the
scanning process and the measuring process and therefore possibly the results due to the fore
mentioned areas. These are to include; 1. The data shows a clear difference in the
percentages of scans comparing failed to reject and reject data in comparing modified skulls
with those of unmodified skulls. The author only knows of one major difference between the
two groups. This is to say that the modified skulls have a patina of dirt and other elements
layered over the skulls and therefore have less of a sheen which enables a better quality scan
then the shiny surface of the unmodified skulls. This patina also allows for a much more
apparent suture line in the scanned image and therefore lends to a much easier time finding
landmarks and sutures to place measurement markers during the scanning process.
General Observations:
1. Operator ability may affect 3D quality and clarity.
2. Complete subjectivity is impossible to remove in any manual or computer aided
measurements due to the fact that some measurements are subjective in nature.
3. Initial training should consist of no less than 50 hours in the use of the laser
scanner requirements and abilities, and no less than 75 hours in Delta
measurement techniques.
4. Training approximations are based on the initial time to final scan. Due to the low
sample size these training hours are based on the authors’ ability and initial
problems with initial scans.
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Summary:
These results demonstrate that computer 3D laser scanning and computer assisted measuring
techniques can produce exceptional degrees of accuracy in quality and dimensions. The
results are predicated upon the veracity of the images captured by the 3D laser scanner, and
the ability of the operator and the efficiency of the analysis program itself.
The maximization of computer aided scans and measurements potential in the context
of this research has relied upon the use of appropriate hardware and software programs;
which the author acknowledges is not the only means to the results. The full realization can
only be copiously realized by continued development of the laser scanner with respect to
other 3D computer assisted technologies:
1. Multi-laser, stationary laser or CT (computer tomography).
2. Cranial specific software which has constant distance determination between two
or more localized points as offered in other CAD software programs.
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APPENDISIES:
APPENDIX A:
POLHEMUS FASTSCAN MANUAL
The following is a direct copy of the Polhemus FASTSCAN Manual authorized by Polhemus
for use in this study.
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APPENDIX B:
DELTA MANUAL
The following is a direct copy of the Delta Manual authorized by Polhemus for use in this
study.
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APPENDIXC:
TERMS AND CONCEPTS
Bias of an estimator: Bias is measured as the average difference between an estimator and
the true value of the parameter that it tries to estimate, for finite samples. If this difference is
nonzero, the estimator is biased.

Consistency of an estimator: An estimator is considered to be consistent if the estimator
converges to the true value of the parameter as the sample size increases. Estimators that do
not converge to the true value as the sample size increases are inconsistent estimators of the
given parameter. It seems natural that as sample size increases, the estimation of certain
population quantities should improve, becoming more and more representative of the true
value. When this is not the case, it is due to inconsistency of the estimators. Consistency is
generally considered an essential property of any estimator. Also, an estimator cannot be
efficient if it is inconsistent.

Effect size and confidence intervals: In most practical situations, simple testing for the
presence of an effect is not enough. An estimator of the magnitude of the effect (effect size)
and the uncertainty associated with that estimator is necessary. Confidence intervals provide
this information. This is one of the reasons why most statisticians prefer reporting confidence
intervals for the difference in means, rather than simply testing whether or not the difference
in the means is zero (Agresti, 1989).

Efficiency of an estimator: An estimator is considered efficient if it has the smallest
(asymptotic) variance among all consistent estimators.

Euclidean space: In geometry, a two – or three – dimensional space in which the anxioms
and postulates of Euclidean geometry apply, a space in any finite number of dimensions, in
which points are designated by coordinates (one for each dimension) and the distance
between two points is given by a distance formula (Encyclopedia Britannica).
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Maximum likelihood: This is the value of the parameter that makes the observed data most
likely (for details, see Casella and Berger, 1990).

Method: A method is any technique used in estimating the parameters of a model (see
below) and in further analysis such as hypothesis testing, pattern recognition, or calculation
of confidence intervals.

Method of moments: This is the value of the parameter that equates the sample moments to
the population moments (for details, see Casella and Berger, 1990).

Model: In the context of this thesis, a model, is a mathematical construct that attempts to
characterize certain aspects of the underlying phenomena (e.g., dimensions, dynamics,
properties, or interactions). This mathematical construct includes quantities called parameters
that are estimated for each sample under consideration.

Nonconvergence: By nonconvergence in this instance, we mean that the optimization
algorithm of specific computer routines is unable to find the maximum.

Non-Euclidean space: A space that is not Euclidean. For example, a space defined by the
surface of a sphere is a non-Euclidean space.

Nuisance Factors: An unwanted element that gives trouble and vexation; something that is
offensive or noxious to the original data.

Power of a statistical test: The power of a statistical test corresponds to the probability of
rejecting a null hypothesis when it is false. A uniformly most powerful (UMP) test is a test
that has most power among all valid tests.

Shape: Shape is “external form or contour; that quality of material object (or geometrical
figure) which depends on constant relations of position and proportionate distance among
all the points composing its outline or its external surface.” Shape of a form and the
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definition of shape can change when a different size measure is used to standardize the forms
under study (Oxford English Dictionary compact edition, 1971).

Size: Size is “the magnitude, bulk, bigness, or dimensions of anything.” Different surrogates
can be chosen as measures for size. This choice affects the comparison of size of forms, and
the operational definition of shape as the latter definition is dependent on the chosen
surrogate for size (Oxford English Dictionary compact edition, 1971).

Validity of a statistical test: A statistical test is considered valid provided the true
probability of type I error (the probability of rejecting a hypothesis when it is true) is equal to
the specified probability of the type I error. Tests must be valid before one can compare their
powers. For example, the usual two-sample t-test that assumes equal variances in the two
populations is invalid if the population variances are not equal. It would make little sense to
compare powers of two statistical approaches if one of them is invalid.
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